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PREFACE
Every year, I experience a minor crisis over the title of this series, Corresponding 
Voices. It sounds too polite, too neat. But then I remember that our founder, the late 
Pedro Cuperman, intended it as something of an illusion, one that suggests harmony 
between disparate voices, but in fact puts a productive pressure on that idea. In truth, 
we do not curate this series by way of some perceived agreement or harmony, and in 
fact, disharmony would serve our notion of correspondence just as well. Contention. 
Friction. Voices at variance. Pedro’s conception here, as he stated it, was to create, in 
these annual volumes, “a continuous, meaningful text, with relatively loosely defined 
borders, where translation and dialogue with other poets occupies a central role.” 
When I recall Pedro’s sense of the multivocal and multivalent, of boundary crossing 
as marks of transgression, the title snaps back into place. Corresponding Voices offers 
an untidy, more expansive notion of correspondence, one that is ever-opening and 
reconfiguring, a resistance to the closed-circuit knowing (or posturing) of the now-
outdated lyric.
If there is any agreement between the poems in this new issue, it could be an 
appetite for what René Char calls “a certain anxiety which, when tasted among the 
swirling sum of things existent or forefelt, causes, as the taste dies, joy.” The poems 
here transgress and transform, split meaning and breath, invite discord and even 
cacophony in service of a rarer joy that comes from resisting the false sense of some 
essential, static “identity” or “truth.” Because in truth, errancy also corresponds. 
Our own daily failure of comprehending our world corresponds. Our collective 
destruction of the planet corresponds. Poetry, in its very attention to language, makes 
music of the disastrous, puts “not knowing” into a place of primacy, invites synaptic 
leaps of energy, via the poetic line, as transactions that will shock or shake loose our 
deadlocked thinking or implacable feeling.
In her long series that opens this volume, Rachel Eliza Griffiths seems to speak to 
this problem: “To see it all would mean my absence…” We serve as obstructions 
to ourselves, to our view of the world. And yet, via the poems, we resist a bit, we 
reassemble, we decide for a moment to entertain a reconfiguration that will save 
us from what Puro sees, in one poem, as our inevitable end, as we “die floating in 
opposite directions...” Corresponding Voices offers a humble stay to such despair: let’s 
not float away from each other just yet, but rather come together via the artifice of 
art; not in the pretty or orderly way, not as a palliative, but via the rifts and riot of the 
“swirling sum of things” that these poets offer — let’s correspond. 
     —Jules Gibbs, Series Editor
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GLASS & THIRTEEN OTHER INTIMACIES: AN EXCERPT
1. Mirror
 I came down a red road towards a small spinning sphere. Perhaps a gate or a 
star, wildly reaching for the dark to take it back to the dark. As I walked towards the 
keyhole of glass I knew I could not take anything back, could not go back through 
the forest and waves where I was born. There were red birds, red trees, red clouds, red 
horses, red waves, red houses with bright red roofs, shiny with lonely light as I waved 
farewell at the silent black figures inside of open windows. 
2. Mirror
 They sat around a table until there was some sort of convex. A convergence 
of words met in the air between their faces as they each argued about the meaning of 
life.  
 The words pushing their faces back against the airlessness of their words. 
They talked earnestly again about the self and wasn’t the twenty-first century an entire 
face arranged of faces. They talked urgently about virtual faces and the skulls inside 
of their heads. They made distinctions about the faces of temptations, hijackers, and 
terrorists. Some of the faces lived only in screens. Some of the faces were so 
endangered they lowered their voices to offer descriptions of ghosts. Other faces 
appeared in clouds. Others reeked of nationalism and gods. Others yet rang inside 
of absence like the dull, heavy bells in high towers and domes. Others bled through 
descendants, recessions, depressions, or golden ages of enlightenment. Ages of reason 
and instinct warred against their indistinct features. Also, faces of millennials, 
post-blacks, non-binaries, and immigrants. 
 Around the table, they looked at each other as if they had a secret. 
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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3. Mirror
 Her face darkening, floating at the bottom of wine glass, as the convergence 
ebbed and pulsed against the grains of the table. They hadn’t noticed, not one of 
them, that the table was splintering beneath the burden of their hungers. They hadn’t 
noticed the legs and the bruised back of the watermarked table shrinking, 
remembering.  
 “Will there be a stain?”
 “Only if you spill everything again on the earth.”
 “What about the blood?”
 “It is forgotten until there is a wound.”
 “How does thirst end?”
 “Can there be too much pleasure, after all?”
 Her face was a wound sometimes when no one was watching. 
 When she sat alone at a glass table in her house. Watched the afternoon pass 
its slow light through her mind. She would wait for her memory to open like a golden 
space on the water of a river she could barely recall. 
 When the water opened and she looked through at her blood there was a 
face. 
4.  Mirror
 The verb of the ego. 
 The verb of desire or hands. The grammar of 
 shattering. The machine of shards trembling in a voice. 
 The definition of distortion, distress, derangement. 
 Open-mouthed sonnet of the sea.
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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5. Mirror
 They walked through a museum. 
 Her lover said it was a Museum of Identity. Which meant some of the bare 
spaces on the wall offered nothing but flat white walls or nicks where a nail once 
punctured an expensive perspective. There were frames containing ears, mouths, 
eyelashes, tears, or wounds. There were installations of flesh. There were recollections 
smeared with red lipstick, hooves, blueing fingerprints.
 Sometimes the lovers absently touched each other’s hands as they made their 
way through the museum. There was a room made of five red walls but that was not 
the room described on their maps (there were endless iterations of countries) as the 
room of the heart.  
 Another room was filled with white bulbs and it spoke about invisibility and 
shadows and the abstract shapes that burned under closed eyelids in the presence of 
hard light.  
 Sometimes they drifted into different wings where they worked for years 
apart and then returned, suddenly and conspiratorially laughing, to a corridor. 
Wearing nothing but their faces they could barely recall their old names.
 It appeared that her lover had gone through many more rooms before she 
had arrived. When she came into the architecture, being born with dark hairs and 
darkest eyes, she observed the height of the ceiling. The irony in the panicked 
staircases that disappeared as the illusions of mud roads replaced them, insisting 
there was indeed a trick, a path. 
 When she, laughing and sobbing, told her lover she had gotten lost inside of 
the lobby for two or three decades there was a familiar nodding of his head, an antic 
recognition of where the losing of self was located on the museum’s glossy map.
6.  Mirror
 Her mother was pouring water into a tall glass as she looked through 
moonlight. 
Stay up with me, she said in the room. 
 She thought she was alone. 
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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7. Mirror
 All the desks in the classrooms were made of glass. Inside of each desk held 
a face the way a book itself holds the author against its spine for eternity. The body 
of the book gets lost in the glass, clouded from the pupils who breathe and breathe 
against it. Pressed faces against desk, desires. It is a game with music playing. Sit at a 
desk and look down into the face of the teacher who is waiting to tell you that there is 
no other life. 
 When one of the students suddenly stands with an axe all the faces in the 
desks begin to cheer, their voices rising to the ceiling of the classroom like flashing, 
red wings. They beg to be destroyed, liberated, saved from what they have become in 
the classroom. 
 They want to fly through the opened windows into the alphabet of high 
clouds. 
8. Mirror
 In a white dress she arranges the light in her skin. Before she can rest she 
must set the apparatus up to see her life in its indifferent lens. When she touches the 
machine it can only give her back the warmth or terror she has given it in the first 
place. Finally, in a white dress that will slowly press through her skin until she is red, 
she will begin to understand the different stations of her melancholy. The machine is 
clicking all the time without her touch now. 
 In every frame, a blur of red.
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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9. Mirror
 The woman who approached her on the road was laughing, peeling a fruit 
she had never seen. The woman is wearing a red dress but it is not one color of red. 
The fruit in her hand is different too, depending on how she turns it in the red light 
of the morning. The seeds she pulls from the fruit are like very small delicate pearls 
of glass with small flashes of light contained within. Furious insects battering the 
shelling of seeds with ant-sized wings. The woman pulls more fruit out of her mouth 
as though she is a machine or a field. 
 She approaches heavily. Her feet make red marks against the earth. Her voice 
is loud like birds talking all at once. She has two shadows who are holding hands as 
she goes ahead of them, making her way. 
 When the two women are close they both begin laughing as if they have 
overheard the same joke. As if they have broken a mirror together with their tongues. 
Above them red rain begins lightly. The air smells like pink flowers. Dogs trot behind 
her, whining.
 No one has ever seen this knowledge nor tasted it, she says, before holding 
her mouth over the other woman’s mouth. 
10. Mirror
 The light tore the fields of the valley into misshapen plots and stories. A 
silver train panted against the skulls of sloped red hills. As I walked along the road, 
which dipped and rose up until it touched the sky, I gathered songs of work and praise 
wherever I was able to take shelter. 
 Sometimes shelter was a lover, or a grief, or a stone, or a religion, or a house 
with a red, brick roof. Sometimes shelter was language, pictures, theaters, museums, 
and houses without walls or tables. Sometimes ghosts gave me the stories before the 
living could tell me anything. Other times I was invited to sit down in enchanted 
forests at long tables with wolves and grandmothers. Sometimes the huntsmen pulled 
his axe out of my windpipe.  
 There was always music, there was always someone laughing or hollering. 
There was the surreal light that came after the dark and the unbearable light that 
crawled before the darkening and where I could not go back though I nearly recalled 
the path that led to the red waves where I was born. 
 Lovers smiled inside of my hips. The thirst of moonlight drank my terror 
until I reached the bottom of a glass boat that revealed my dark red depths. Thin 
red rain tapping every leaf and shame until the sky opened with its jagged windows 
of clouds. Bound by the shell that gulps water and salt, I have been making my way 
through the sky. 
 Which means that sometimes the glass is a thin recollection that spins and 
aches for the red sand that burned it hard into its birth. 
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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11. Mirror
 The candles were melting at midnight inside the cathedral. The candlelight 
hollowed the air. Dolorous bells sang in the high tower, bellowing against epiphanies.
 The hush beneath the bells was like a last breath, a spit turning above low 
flames.  
 The sinners are humming, listening, melting. Their voices are humiliated 
shards. They can barely stand inside of the dark. How can they forgive the hallowed 
faces who, circling, unseen and unheeded, master their fates? 
 These sinners are betting against destiny, against free will, against the 
glowering martyrs who peer down from cracked ceilings stained with gold ringing. 
  They kneel and stand whispering to themselves. Their faces curling like 
paper. They turn towards the arched entrance, their faces fingered by yellow tongues. 
They are waiting for ecstasy, waiting for their skin to fall away. Their whispers rustle 
like wings.
 There is no testament but their sacrifice. A wind blows upon their hands 
and lips until they are blue stones. Their names will wait in the stones until the moon 
has begged for their deaths. Their faces turn blue as the candles hiss and threaten to 
extinguish but will  not as long the sinners forgive the howling bells.  
 They nod their heads, trembling in dark light. 
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
12. Mirror
  She stood in a field as the train passed her in its metallic solitude at dusk. 
Yellow squares crossing her skin, framing her inside of flat squares of light that moved 
like photo negatives between her fingers. 
 She could not make out the black figures inside of the sealed windows. But 
her body vibrated from the shuddering train. She knew what the train knew, knowing 
she couldn’t stop moving, couldn’t stop parting the night with her screaming, black 
whistles, knew that even when she paused at one station of desire she could not stop 
desiring to pull away from it. 
 She is rooted to the field and only holds her hand up as though it is glass, as 
though it will be a beam, a beckoning to someone inside of the machine, hoping to 
see a sign, wishing that the lonely fields were filled with pink flowers in bloom. 
2726
Glass (Finally)
“What can I do with you until you are able to see through it?”
“To see it all would mean my absence.”
“Maybe that it is better.”
“To vanish into clear air? As if we hadn’t come this far?”
“Melancholy is so uninteresting these days, particularly as text. Don’t phone anymore. 
Text.”
“I’m writing you back, back. I’m writing us as before.”
“There, again, you are letting a mood shatter an ordinary quarrel, a plain back-and-
forth.”
“Is metaphysics useless as well?”
“They have an app for that. Application, you know. Shorthand.”
“Wanting you this badly and not being able to get through.”
“Wanting anything is over. Everyone’s over.”
“I want to talk to you about need. I don’t know what I need anymore.”
“Touch my mouth.”
13. Mirror
 The bad prophesy. The unpleasant eyes of mother, father. The discovery 
of loneliness in a house, condemned to be torn down to build condominiums. The 
ceiling plated with the derision and desires of flesh upon a flattened hotel bed. In 
the funny house, the lunatic’s tongue slapping at fleas of gibberish. In the library, the 
spines and headstones rammed inside of pine or steel shelves. A cemetery of granite 
dripping silently with names in a forlorn country. Still, the illusion that there is more 
space, another dimension inside a small, rented space that is shabby. 
 Cruel fields of smoke. Impenetrable marriages. Three 4’s roping a void. Mi is 
my or mine. Cut its head into diamonds, squares, ovals, or ungodly geometry.
 Or, my eyes were always hers. Or, the alchemy of my flesh was taken from 
the dark and returned to the dark through the slight wound of love.
 
Rachel Eliza Griffiths
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QOHELETH
I used to think the Preacher meant by vanity 
the sin of pride, but it was emptiness.
He said, Emptiness of emptinesses.
All is emptiness. Third from the last verse 
of his little book is a note to himself and us: 
“Of making many books there is no end.”
Brooks Haxton
LOVE AND EMPIRE
1.
Napoleon in exile kept two lockets, one 
from the late Marie Walewska
with a snippet of blonde hair, the other
remembering Josephine with violets 
he picked beside her grave. As for himself, 
he asked that his heart in spirits of wine, 
preserved in a dish of silver welded 
shut, be given to the second 
empress, who survived him.
3534
2.
Widowed at thirty, jailed 
by Robespierre, made 
courtesan by his successor, 
Josephine, when she laughed, hid 
her ugly teeth behind her hand.
3.
Napoleon two days after the wedding left for war. 
He said in a letter to his wife, he longed to kiss 
her breast, “and lower down, much lower.” Her replies 
were cool and few; her dalliances with his rival, not. 
Brooks Haxton
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4.
Sick of his wife’s adulteries, Napoleon in Egypt
saw a woman smiling with good teeth
and sent her husband as envoy to France. 
The smiling woman stayed, and with the wives 
of other officers she visited the general’s house 
for lunch. A parlormaid filling the water glasses 
tripped and drenched the woman’s dress. 
Napoleon, as though surprised, leapt up,
and led his guest into a private room where, 
he insisted, she could “repair the damage.”
Brooks Haxton
5.
Marie Walewska, faithful as a wife 
at twenty-one, according to her own 
account, had spurned Napoleon.
But when he smashed his watch, 
and swore that he would shatter 
Poland, thus, were she not his,
she fainted, wakening after the rape
to find him soothing her, as if in love.
3938
6.
Men who saw bells fat as oxen
drop through bell towers in flames
after a month lay scattered, windblown
in a thousand fields of snow.
Brooks Haxton
7.
Marie Walewska spent two nights in Napoleon’s bed 
on Elba, planning to stay, but he escorted her 
on the third night halfway back to the boat. 
In the locket she had inscribed: “Remember, 
when you cease to love me, that I love you still.”
4140
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8.
The perfume of the violet is sweet, though brief
because it numbs the nerve it touches. 
9.
Declining the gift of the dead man’s heart, 
the second empress wrote to a friend: 
“He did not treat me ill, as some
suppose. I would have wished him
many years of a contented life,
if only he lived them far away from me.”
Brooks Haxton
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THE CORMORANT AT SNOOKS POND
 
After the mall tycoon paid experts to conclude
that rainbow trout can survive in water like this, 
warm and rich from a wetlands, three years
after they drained the pond, and excavators 
had sunk the bottom deep enough to please him, 
when masons had dressed the face of the levee 
for show with a stone wall high as a two-story house, 
when the water rose, and the fishery stocked it 
with yearlings in good health, a few days later, 
the trout were already slow, and a cormorant came 
to fish beside the dam. The mall tycoon keeps
weakening with age, and now his trout are failing him.
But the dam they built will outlast everyone living.
 
Brooks Haxton
INFORMATION, 1944
In Budapest, after the cherry blossoms 
fell, a colonel in the SS asked a leader 
from the Jewish underground
to carry a message abroad: the SS 
would release one million Jews
in exchange for ten thousand trucks 
and a thousand tons of tea, coffee, cocoa, 
and soap for soldiers on the Russian front.
“Blood for goods,” he called the exchange. 
Then he inverted the phrase 
for effect, “goods for blood.”  
Almost no one herded onto the trains in Budapest 
knew then what the leaders of the resistance knew.
In June, on a typical day at Auschwitz, more 
Jews died than soldiers in both armies fell 
in Normandy on D-Day, which was the sixth. 
On the seventh, British intelligence met 
the Hungarian messenger’s train at Aleppo.
He was trying to help his people, they thought, 
but the German offer had to be a trick.
From Aleppo the British took him 
to Cairo and questioned him,
for four months. The diplomat 
in charge of refugees asked, 
“What shall I do with those million 
Jews? Where shall I put them?” 
The British thought the exchange 
of blood for goods would be
collusion against their ally Russia. 
As for the prisoners, some
might be released, some not.
Some might serve as human shields 
for the enemy. Those released might 
4746
cripple the Allies with the demand 
for medicine, shelter, transport, and food. 
The confusion would prolong the end of the war 
and undermine negotiations to follow.
 
Churchill declined the offer 
with indignation. Experts then, some of them, 
thought that the murder of Jews, exaggerated 
in propaganda, was reaching an end.
From mid-May into mid-July, in fact, the SS
murdered four hundred thousand Hungarian Jews.
Still, the messenger twenty years later 
believed that the British assessment 
of “blood for goods” was correct. 
He died regretting his part in the offer.
Brooks Haxton
UNLIT KITCHEN, 5 AM
After the mist from last night’s rain 
began to clear, the old man saw 
through a spider web  
on the fogged window, 
far down under the cedars
a cloud on the pond
lift into the daylight.
4948
Nina Puro
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AND THEN THE ROOM FILLED WITH BIRDS  
A girl walks into the woods. For woods 
read room, read street, read 
stage. Our lives make 
loops around us. For life, read wall,
page, bed, gender, language. For 
language, read day, narrative, lie. 
A swimming pool full of leaves; 
snow; water closing over 
a face, leaching history’s
poison. We’re the sum of what 
we endure; our integers use 
of inheritance: a balance 
of seconds, girded by love 
and pain. In roughly equivalent 
weights, ideally. Cathecting. Both lie 
us down in dark rooms and have 
their way above us. Didn’t we grift
this rigged palace? Our folly wheeling, 
starlit, monetized? Days stack into
bricks; what are you building? For
day, read story. For story, read myth, read 
you, read her. Written language developed 
to track debt. An alphabet’s a brand
of math. To owe: to tally: to account 
for. A line pushing out—One gate: 
one hinge: one wall: one girl 
walking out of a forest. One girl walking 
up to a turnstile. She was a hum
unnoticed until gone    If a winter is a 
needle     If the night was a mouth  If 
there was smoke pluming out  Where 
we flashed as headlights  If the brother 
was sheared off If my sister poured through 
me Love is a wound that opens and closes, 
Nina Puro
opens and closes. Tonight, palm fronds reach 
for her name, overheard as one picks up
the shape of a siren? possibly? on the far road, certain only
as the pitch changes. As if the right word flicks 
a bulb: in that moment her name the delusion 
we could see our delusions simulcast at all angles,
could know by sound whether the siren’s flash is colored
to stop or to save someone. For name, read word, read 
solution, read song. Across Iowa beige sedans turn right, glide 
toward shag carpet and   silence so palpable it hums. Air
cooler, gold       hour, your voice (name) a quiet thread       of oil in the throat, a song
from when we could still   jam  shards of italics 
together. A greasy question floats   over local airwaves.      Later,
an answer gone rancid. OK.    But  what I can’t get
at is how it’s all so much    itself. This. Faces        shade-dappled, 
as memory is. A wave  foams in the mind        of a single
on loop              last spring; a queasy longing        (hunger) (miasma) pulses through 
the chest (day);          candle-waxed sheet cake;        the terminus arcing out 
of grasp perpetually;      a buzzard hovers;  the town
an ecology of appetites, florid,  fetid, brutal.   Broken
panes  a rose window   behind your silhouette.   Slave 
cemetery  overgrown with weeds.  I’m pulling up;    you’re passing 
this soft evening shuttling   between  three small rooms. 
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I MAP A SHRINKING MAP
The sidewalks steam. Cut-with-a-knife air cut
by the whomp of a siren, the sunflowers all nodding 
out. The word sticky, the word blare. The if only 
of survival sludged my mind—our baffled 
instinctive grasps to undo what’s over, magic
briefly more sensible than logic—his body
walking back into his clothes, boats 
un-burning, etc,—fictive metal-and-snow air somewhere 
Dutch Master tungstened. Narrow 
streets like riverbeds or a woman shaking 
out her hair. Not this pockmarked grid:
bells every fifteen minutes a pulse 
where all math’s divisible by 60 & we’re punched
in eternally. I’ve grown sick
of history. Not sleeping could be a symptom
or the illness, touch a panacea or fever
pitch. I feel a helplessly culpable, feel in the air 
for words as if a light-switch 
was graspable. (The word sticky,
the word blare.) The trees move 
north in swathes. Peak season’s 
over; tourists fled; ghosts piled in. He’s gone. Yet our collective 
twilight, albeit impending, is exquisite; all of us candles
swimming in jars of dark honey, dollar
store plastic suddenly faceted. Windows
domestic aquariums: couple slow
dancing without music; woman alone,
cooking; empty futon, blue fog 
of tv; man hunched over 
paper-bagged tallboy; a plaid back
bent, turned—cleaning 
or searching. Our lives flex, point 
their toes. We’re all bleeding
through screens into each other. A white cloud 
of moths roils above a four-inch shoot 
of mint budding where I pinched one leaf,
transubstantiation banal & vicious. My legs
churn viscous air and money. We snuff 
species punctually as our cigarettes. We
smolder. It’s quarter past; 
it’s ten till. Ours is a savage, news-fueled 
mourning. What did we conclude when we could list waves of possibilities, subterra-
nean & nocturnal & sure in our denunciations? 
 1) a seam ripped 2) a frozen wheel 3) wet 
 neon in rain.  4) Living is just the absence 
 of death, thus always in relation. 5) Red 
is the best flavor. 6) Not everything is decaying faster than we can love it.  I’ve burned 
my boats, stood on decks. Sometimes, alone in my darkened 
kitchen, I hold up a glass and thank the ghosts, never saying to them
What have we done?, never saying Bear with me, 
never asking for advice.
Nina Puro
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VOLUNTEER FOR KRTS
In your new place you need 
only buy scallions once. A tumbler
of stems on sill above sink. Change 
water. Only some harvests regenerate;
a bouquet’s lopped limbs, not heart or root; “flower 
food” formaldehyde. We’re all drenched in static
and arias and blood; the stream’s forever 
swollen us soft. You can grow
an hour without fear pinging in. Go
change your setting. Here, local radio goes 
silent often. I burn popcorn, let a scrap of me go
into the stream. My water’s gone 
cloudy, peonies sick with want. Our president
hurricanes in some new flood with
his thumbs. He grants an us or them no 
solid ground. In hostile terrain, an uprooted 
people regenerate spontaneously. In plants, that’s
called volunteer. I don’t know where sovereignty 
ends or austerity begins but I’ve got the first streaming angle
of light in your kitchen. Where is it now? I’ve held bone 
chips in three sets of ashes. I’ve tongued where a chip 
of your tooth was. Where is it now? Some scraps 
get planted face-up, others down. Framed pieces 
should be moved face-to-face, 
back-to-back. To tell the truth, I can’t see 
how we won’t die floating in
opposite directions. I’ll never have to listen 
at the blue socket of your wrist for 
silence.  Through radio static an intern plays 
two songs at once. Someone listening
combs knots from a child’s red hair. Blue 
dish-towels clipped to both our lines. What 
was it you wanted from the water you last
poured off? Last floated in? It’s said the flood 
means optimal conditions for flourishing 
are gone for us for good. To tell the truth, you are
proverbial. You’re all of us gone
dark. I think a hairbrush can
be medicine, a peony a prayer. No human’s 
grown from me. Something green might.
5958
Nina Puro
FROM ABOVE 
This room’s a long way from when I was the ice
blue shadow pooled inside a center 
of gravity I left in the shape
of a body  Shivering made 
its own music  Sirens chipped 
bits from our borders  Looped guts 
were a harmonica Don’t say we’ve nothing
to live for   We are  I go 
back twenty kitchens
ago, stare out  In my sleep  Our skins rotate 
toward sun  A president is a boat
we didn’t pay for  We don’t choose
to get on My mouth an
archipelago Your bones a school 
of fish  A country what won’t unyoke 
slicked in our floating rib That hook
shine’s a lit kitchen from a frost-hard 
road Built by slaves The smoke 
of the world is never still  My stomach full
of twigs cracking I mean I’m filling out
the forms Her bones glow under
ground The foxes are back  Everything 
might spill  Sorry am I talking 
too quiet   too fast  too []  A body drained 
of a name again A name spilled 
milk again  Paper money We age stringing chair
to chair under florescence  Office ER
laundromat Thus silver ripples 
through generations  You’re just 
another year moving through 
like a cold front  I’m just another name 
for meat Last year crouched
under the newish war and chugged
WHATEVER, NOBODY LISTENED TO CASSANDRA EITHER
A veranda held the ruined hotel reluctantly in the wet 
season. Dry days passed like a skipped beat playing
inside each now-shuttered room I once declared 
I never wanted to leave. Years in us flap unfiled 
but out here they’re hotel towels on a line, fixed, 
each crumb & bleach-glug making the earth sicker. Turn 
on the radio. Let’s dance. It is said I carry my dead
father in my knuckles. In the truck our parallel
realities slid apart. When people said no way out 
but through did they mean to move through 
a veranda or through a magazine or through 
an afternoon? It is said as a person walks through 
mist or a moon through haze a dead man passed 
through me. I think thinking he visited 
is just wanting. Our clamor requires streams 
of monarchs go to rust. When I want, I think of 
milkweed. A dead trunk will sprout 
new shoots.  We’ll tar them. The pills 
aren’t working. You carry light 
under your sweater. With us, am I the
fog or the moving-through? Both die 
after moving in opposing directions. I’ll never have to 
listen at the blue vase of your wrist 
for silence. Out in the drab vistas 
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indexing our future insignificance, I’ll push my will until
as wind must push, or be only air. Each breath
shoves out specks that’ll propel fires in rooms
I’ll never enter. Now under the curtain of diesel
streaming from the freeway, our bodies tangled 
music I lost the words to as a child; everything
smoldering from within. We render. I will travel 
to the hushed edge of a bad war. I will force 
my left hand over the sun, 
then add my right.  Clouds will
keep streaming through our teeth until—
Nina Puro
SOLVE FOR X
That night the moon a boat, a butcher’s thumb. You 
were a blinking motel sign. I was the hold of a flooded ship. 
The house behind us backdropped the flickering intensity 
of a nightmare. Crows hovering; cedar smoke. Hollyhocks, 
milkweed. Seams of pitch popped.  Then bright aisles & crops 
writhed under a blunt gulp of sleep 
while summer compressed to locust whir & race 
riots, a mosquito-fog headache. The protracted greasy arc of my 
country a drag, tedious—another stranger’s clammy hand,
my thigh. Certain themes recur, economic:
exchange X for Y. Oil, labor, sugar. Figment, fib,
floating rib. Present flushes into future, fuses. Years raw 
silk in my fingers, thumbed but too costly to be 
inside for my kind. Years spent drinking light
beer in casinos. Funeral hands, burial 
skies. Futures pre-perforated, circumscribed: girded 
with the voltage of girls’ mouths as lurid bulbs lined 
up by the dozen. The map stippled with Xs
we signed instead of names, Xs instead of 
eyes, XXX replacing the line or swing 
shift or foundry for virtue of being XY. Our mouths identities, 
sentences. My lips cracked. Our drought season. Graveyards in 
our throats, our walls, under our roads. The dead murmur 
to each other, but we can’t hear them over the fridge’s
pneumatic swish. Our air seething, pressurized. A glass 
of water quivers, a radio snaps off. The dead keep trying 
to give us dreams that go full circle on a story never round 
or smooth. It ripped jagged holes in other lives.  Your eyes 
smoke blooming into a cloud in me, then a thunderhead 
crackling into storm. My face in the warped mirror garish, 
inexplicably hardened and childish. We lose memories 
one by one, not in the cold swipe 
of comprehension. My life un-draws my life. Fall sun a grimy
halide bulb. We’re swathed in a wariness 
6362
that will not settle, dust over the stockyards.
We will not settle. We seethe. The war drone bells 
with the laughter blooming from the terraces 
above us—ivory draping a thin-veiled, frantic 
ad for wealth—the kind they’re telling each other 
will stick around; telling us makes them in charge.
We shrug, ask each other what we’re drinking, children
used to bomb drills, thumbing bottles 
and triggers indifferent. Children who don’t think
of themselves as children. Roads boil. Our dreams fight 
then say they’re sorry, stroke each others’ hair. Day slips over
day, scenes flicker across your cheek irrevocable as 
tumbling through; weeks swiveling around us, stumbling 
over a tripwire, setting off another story; identities
sentences guttering till awash till broken
skinned, grown second, third skins over 
the memory. Yolks pool, harden. Your eyes a lit window
going dark. Our mouths bioluminescent, filling with the spines 
of softer creatures; with old news, sticky with brine,
still turning, magnetic, toward any source, stupid 
as night-blooming blossoms in an eclipse; 
moths craned toward revving lights.
Nina Puro
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LAST DAYS HOME
Nothing grows: the gardens are locked, 
the men sprout up around fence posts & finger
the links in the chain. Across the alleyway 
a woman backhands the butt end of a cigarette, 
goes on speaking softly to no one. City of steam angels 
slipping through storm drains, & lines on the road
like veins on strained necks. In the alley a man
picks up a cigarette, coaxes a drag, buries it three feet away.
Somewhere the sound of mandolins.
Lauren Sanderson
HISTORY OF LAMBS
 Make a pyre of the dead
garden. Say beautiful.
 Say burial. Are you so sad
as to think that they rhyme?
 Cut the wood, hew the wood,
fill the cistern with rainwater.
 Say you’d kill for it:
something for better,
 anything for worse, 
bone of your bone, 
 swaddled in white. Break
the earthenware pots,
 pick the funeral flowers,
burn incense
 from thirty holy herbs.
Say woman.
 Say wife. Are you so sad?
It takes years,
 this business
of slaughter.
7170
IN THE YARD
Forgive me like this:
sit under the dogwood
& let me comb your hair,
I want to see if I can see it
graying in my hands. Today
the tomatoes are perfect,
despite the bevy of quail
circling overhead, & here I am
trying to explain myself.
This is the part you find
funny, you & the dogwood both
bent in a laugh. Forgive me
like that: side-bent
& teary, with the perennials
returned to positions 
you expected, & the dead bird
lifting its wing to the breeze,
& nothing moving such
that you wouldn’t know.
    
Lauren Sanderson
RESURRECTION SONGS
 Graceful they rise
from the garden,
 & slow, & piece
by piece: a hip bone
 in the tulips,
two eggshell breasts
 in the mulch bed.
Then heads roll up
 like dancers: neck-first,
smiling. Barely deloved,
 one of them begins, we pander
here today in holy patrimony.
 & then all the wives scream,
mouths full of soil.
 & then all the wives play
dead in the creek.
 
 & there is my mother, 
in the middle & laughing.
 Forgive them
their bleating,
 
 they can’t know
who they wake. 
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like a plum. Remember?
The juice still dripped
 down your chin. Who asked
 these days to be gentle?
Of course, you want
the storm to storm.
 Even you crave the kind
 of rain that ruins hyacinths.
   for Mom 
Lauren Sanderson
APRIL
The house is quiet, whole days
of mute rain.
 Light breaks in the stem
 of a wine glass. Weeks
& weeks of this. We count
the onions, laugh
 at the peace lily dying
 on the sill. This is how
the days pass: through
blurry kitchen windows.
 I say something about the coming
 of geese. You know everything
about spring. All that’s left
to fold are the bedsheets.
 We gather the corners,
 shake. A breeze the size
of a cicada’s wing.
Cold, our thighs
 are the same shade of red.
 Even you confuse the names
of wild berries, sometimes
the songs of similar birds.
 Once, you picked an onion
 from the fruit bowl & bit it
7776
Joel Dias-Porter
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SEVENTEEN QUESTIONS
(And a dervish wish)
Beloved, say our souls are lost
in what we seek to salve or solve 
in ourselves, plus the wafting magenta
of scented candles or Cassandra Wilson 
calmly humming from two corners
You Don’t Know What Love Is.
Say one has kissed and paid a cyan cost,
yet still wishes to smell your hair
or cradle you close as what speckles their chest?
Suppose this wish includes more kiss, 
not squashed lips, teeth clinking or 
a desperate wrestling of tongues, 
but melding irises pistoning our pulse?
Say magenta, say cyan, say canary.
Mean these colors of kisses could be key,
kisses perceived as almost melody,
as key notes or uncertain notation
of certain chords,
kisses flitting like sycamore leaves
on a broken branch in a key breeze.
We know we may never taste a lobe 
of your ear or peep our peppermint 
breath steam across the compact, yet magnifying 
mirror of your body. But suppose these hands 
were muscled horses roaming the sequoia hills 
of those hips, or these fingers 
Canary pups under your ruffled blouse.
Say a body breaks all bravado
and stacks that hardened armor at your feet;
then nears you almost naked 
as a peeled potato. If said kiss laid
you across a bed’s soft greed 
and sipped beads of Chablis from your belly 
or cupped your breasts like plums-
would a river flow over the cedar banks 
of its hands?
Which prayer might peel back clothes 
like leaves sheathing an ear of Jersey corn 
and finger what fine hair is found there? 
Say cedar, say sycamore, say sequoia.
Yet, please don’t mean these branches
fear noon’s rising heat nor think
this supplicant wouldn’t seek to enter 
your chapel now boarded up for years. 
What if every molecule of ours
was also yours and more entangled 
in twists of the plot than vested 
in how it unknots, if stars could
parse each beat of our hearts
till shivers start to shine paradox 
past the spartan logic of spines?
Yet given the silence that scissors us
our nose may not nest in the knowledge 
of your neck or collect scents from deep 
in the pockets of your sheets.
But say hand, say hum, say heart.
Not as part of any apt quotation 
marked by a curving like lashes, 
such as if a tongue whipped twice 
could both spark or demark desire,
but simply so that one might somehow
track the syntax of your sighs,
as they silently watch the hands of time
caress the backlit body of a clock.
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SOMETIMES IT SNOWS IN APRIL
for LaSon C. White (1961-2007)
 
April sprouts around us,
is the sky as sullen there? Wasn’t 
The hour after we talked
cruelest, most raw? In less than a
month, your oncologist says a blizzard of
breeding cells may overwhelm you.
Lilacs still bloom here as there, just
out screened doors. Hints
of all the Prince songs we share.
The purple petals are nearly
dead certain to flurry down,
land and bury your walkway. 
 
April’s sibilant drizzle
is a ride cymbal which seems to mock
the insistent rhythm of memories,
cruelest at dusk. What other
month would dream of
breeding, then watering these
lilacs purple as a recent bruise?
Out of the incessant patter
of the rain’s thin fingers,
the Alto vibrato of a voice
dead on key, humming “Adore”, somehow
lands near these ears.
 
April winds wane,
is that my phone’s ringtone amid
the backscatter of the evening news?
Cruelest is the quiet past the call.
Month after month might sprout,
breeding a peace fragrant as those
lilacs you adored. But right now,
out on the horizon, the purple dirge
of a setting sun is
the last hope I may have of being
dead silent and hearing your voice in the
land of the living.
Joel Dias-Porter
THE IDEA OF IMPROVISATION IN DUPONT CIRCLE
The whir of a “Blackbird” 
stirs from a battered sax
at the center of the circle.
Its marbled hues ring
like a fountain’s waves,
rippling flag-like
in the April wind
blowing a dark Blues,
a rhythm not solely ours,
though perhaps only we
could spy what’s sigil
in its rites. 
Suppose the white fountain 
isn’t merely a metaphor,
the soaring “Blackbird”
not simply a symbol.
Could this blue wail 
and that widening water
(raving evermore)
be tied by dark chords
if what spouts from 
the gray-locked man
was just what he’d heard, 
since these chords 
were likely voiced by Bird
whose tarnished horn
wasn’t spurred
by splashing water 
or rippling wind, 
but a 
sea sharply diminished 
within.
If simply a blue sound
of the fountain
stirred or stilled
the green bills in his case
or merely a deep silence 
of overhead clouds
8584
floated darkly,
no matter how light,
wouldn’t it still be
the yang of dark water
ringing deep?
Why then did he seem
to play something
darker even than the yen
of a black bird’s
undulating wings on the wind?
Might this sculpture ringed
with listening pigeons
mean more than just 
a spouting place where he 
(God with a minor G)
came to create?
What changes are these? 
Which Key? 
We ask to unravel 
its ontological roots,
(though finding mostly 
a few chords
we cannot).
A minor Seventh
“singing” said darkness
lies to frame
the admiral light.
As he blows, 
what he quills
with this epistle of Paul’s
augments and diminishes 
our quandary,
so how could
“these broken wings”
be the sole controls
of our sapphire soul?
Meaning listen, 
who could see 
what the “sunken eyes”
of our enslaved ancestors
might’ve dreamed
thinking overboard
of some minor C?
O play black Bird, 
hint why
Si’l vous plait,
these riddle passages
are the changes you chose, 
and by choosing, changed.
Reed why we may have wanted
(as the conductor 
of dusk donned
his onyx tuxedo)
to bop our heads
to the traffic’s
rumbling motors,
or gyre like civil serpents
to police sirens ringing the circle,
but perhaps heard “learn to fly” 
above that alabaster basin
while the Lyric framed the arc
& spume of its spray
or dovetailed in a chord
with a bird-black eye’s 
charcoal fire or
we deign now to sing-
sky dark,
have you anything
to say?
Joel Dias-Porter
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SLUM DRUMMERS, NAIROBI
1. 
What were we watching on the tube under mildewed ceilings in Eastlands?
A Kenyan guy shaking a rattle made from a can 
while another guy in the band was talking to the queen 
about making sound out of anything? The queen smiled. 
The Jubilee receiving-line filed through. 
2.
We shimmied past tin shacks selling wigs and bananas, coke and goat lungs;
the tine of a kalimba kissed my face. My face kissed the blue plastic of 
a soda bottle sliding down a hill of glass.
I paid the gang leaders for protection
and we walked into the hills of airplane garbage,  
black and blue plastic bags glowing in the sun spray over the heads 
of the marabou stalking the mounds with their knife-blade beaks.
3. 
Stevie Wonder and Elton John moved through the Jubilee line.
Prince Charles thanked God for the weather as the camera cut 
to fireworks spewing over Hyde Park and then to an image of Nairobi 
and the Slum Drummers picking metal out of the collages of garbage.
4.
My jeans were charred from the tin-can fires, 
and the grilling pig guts when some men looked up from scraps of wire —
and you went back and forth with them in Swahili before they offered us 
some sizzling fat, before we thanked them with our coy smiles and moved on           
           with Michael who took us
down a maze of alleyways where tin shacks were floating 
on polymers and nitrogen and a dozen pigs from nowhere snouted the garbage.
5.
 You were saying “Dad,” — when a marabou-hacked-bag shot some shit
 on our shoes — “Dad, kinship roles are always changing” —
 
when a woman asked us for a few shillings and salt 
for her soup. Salt? did I hear her right? or was it Swahili
for something else? and through the sooty wind of charcoal fires 
and creaking rusty tin you were saying: “Hannah Arendt called Swahili 
a degraded language of former slave holders.” 
In the soot of my head — I was listening —
and Michael was asking for more shillings for the gang guys
who were “a little fucked up,” he said, “but needed help”—
and when I turned around the heads of chickens
were twitching, the feathers fluttering down on oozing sludge,
 “Arendt called it: a nineteenth century kind of no language,” 
you were saying, “spoken” — as we were jolted
by a marabou eating a shoe, “spoken--by the Arab ivory and slave caravans.”
6.
Out of bottles, cans, pipes, mangled wire — the Slum Drummers 
twisted and hacked, joined and seamed their heaven
into the black plastic ghost of a mashed pot.
Pure tones blew from the vibrato holes 
Peter Balakian
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like wind through Makadara
where the breath of God flew through sewage pipes.
I heard in a tubo-phone the resurrection
of ten men rising out of coal and pig snouts
into the blue Kenyan sky where a marabou
swallowed a purse — and a woman’s conga 
was parting at the seams above boiling soup cans. 
7.
Down a slope of stinking plastic you kept on about Arendt —
“a hybrid mixture of Bantu with enormous Arab borrowings”                          
I could say pao pao   souwa souwa   karibou. 
We could make a a kalimba out of a smashed pot
and pour beans into a can and shake it for the queen.
Yesterday in the soundless savannah the wildebeasts and zebras
seemed to float through the green-gold grass toward Tanzania, 
we could hear a lion breathe, we could hear wind through tusks.
8. 
On TV the guys were grinning into metal go-go drums;
hammering twisted sewage pipes and cut wire like sailors from Mombasa —
harder nailed than da Gama’s voyage down the Arab trade coast —
9.
So, where are we —
 in a slum of no language? 
Walking through steam shovels of light, breaking over
Isn’t English just a compost heap of devouring grammar, 
joined, hacked, bruised words, rotting on themselves?
I keep following you, daughter of scrutiny, into plastic fields of carrion
 
between sight and site, vision not visionary, pig guts on the grill,
trying to keep balance
between streams of sewage and the sky,
as you keep hacking, Sophia, at the de-centered, 
the burning text, anthropology’s shakedown. 
A marabou just knifed the arm of a woman picking
bottles out of plastic bags. 
A rooster crows from under a pile 
of galvanized tin as if it were morning on a farm. 
Peter Balakian
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FENCING SPACE
(Notes toward an idea)
1.
Landing in Kars 5:30 pm — hazy broad light crisp air late May highland mountains. 
Reminds me of Yerevan. 
2.
3:30 am Allah Akbar echoing through the old city — cantering minor key wavering 
the dark — I’m a stranger in my bed, an Armenian returning to the plateau of 1920. 
What happened to Kars, Ardahan, Ararat? 
3.
What does Yerevan mean to people here? Who were the Urartrians? Where’s the 
liquid gold, the monographed sun, the spears of Ucello falling out of the sky. 
Peter Balakian
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7.
Kars: city of brown chalk and dust, of 19th century clapboard and shutters and 
cement — city of Armenian cats and Russian dogs. of black windows and green tea 
rooms —
8.
Lost Armenian highlands. Driving to the walls of Ani — and then the big red flag 
jutting up over the walls. Rachel says: the deep state’s response to history.
9.
Here I am — in the geo — as I pass the ticket-guard who asks for money: Money 
which is the face of the conquering army, money which is the pick-ax of the 
disappeared; money which disappears in the aubergine rain and the magenta bugs of 
the Armenian marshes. I tell Rachel to tell the guards: “they should pay us.” She says it 
in Turkish and the burly guy in the ticket booth looks at us flat and takes our money 
and hands us an eight-lira full fare tam billet — a beautiful tourist ticket in royal blue 
which I caress in my hand like money.
4.
I love the dark clouds floating into the light as the cab takes us into the city
 cobblestone no-traffic streets of Kars — past the Armenian church now a mosque —
the one Pamuk dwelled on in Snow 
5.
not Anatolia. Armenian highlands —
what did Saroyan mean: my heart’s in the highlands?
6.
Walking with Rachel up the steep stones to the 10th century Armenian Church of the 
Apostles; storm clouds blow into the walls.  We disappear. 
9796
13.
Staring into the Armenian-Turkish border; barbed wire; military guards, 
Absence but an absence embodied by the material.  
14.
Taboo=forbidden past.   Paradox: embodied absence. Exilic-gap-amplify.
15.
Internet gazing or Google Earth. Lost in space. Imminent return. 
Peter Balakian
10.
Here the narrative: the city is Seljuk, Mongol, Turkic warriors. No mention of who 
founded it, built it, invented it, who made the great walls and halls and open windows. 
11.
Walking through half churches, it hits you: the skeleton. Like fragments of sculpture, 
partial disclosures, evocations.
 *
From here to distance. What is displacement? lapsed landscape; prelapsarian stones; 
aftermath. 
12. 
The lock-out predicament. ruined monuments erode and disappear —
creation of exilic gap keeps widening. 
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The topaz ring you passed on in a silver shop in Aleppo appeared on Lexington 
     off 65th  
the shop owner a young guy from Ivory Coast shrugged when you told him you 
     had seen it 
before; the shuffled dust of that street fills your throat and you remember how 
     a slew of 
coins poured out of your pocket like a slinky near the ruined castle now a disco in 
Thessaloniki where a young girl was stabbed under the strobe lights — lights that 
     lit the 
sky that was the iridescent eye of a peacock in Larnaca at noon, when you walked 
     into the 
church where Lazarus had come home to die and you forgot that Lazarus died  
because the story was in one of your uncle’s books that were wrapped in 
     newspaper in a suitcase and 
stashed under the seat of an old Ford, and when he got to the border 
he left the car and walked the rest of the way, and when you pass the apartment 
on 116th and Broadway—where your father grew up (though it’s a dorm now) —
that suitcase is buried in a closet under clothes, and when you walk past the 
     security guard
at the big glass entrance door, you’re walking through wet grass, clouds 
     clumped on a hillside, a subway station sliding into water.    
Peter Balakian
HOME
Driving route 20 to Syracuse past pastures of cows and falling silos
you feel the desert stillness near the refineries at the Syrian border. 
Walking in fog on Mecox Bay, the long lines of squawking birds on shore
you’re walking along Flinders Street Station, the flaring yellow stone and walls 
     of windows where your uncle landed after he fled a Turkish prison.
You walked all day along the Yarra, crossing the sculptural bridges with their 
     twisting steel,
the hollow sound of the didgeridoo like the flutes of Anatolia. 
One road is paved with coins, another with razor blades and ripped condoms.
Walking the boardwalk in January past Atlantic City Hall, the rusted Deco 
     ticket sign, the waves black into white, 
you smell the grilled ćevapi in the Baščaršija of Sarajevo 
and that street took you to the Jewish cemetery where the weeds grew over 
      the slabs and a mausoleum stood intact. 
There was a trail of carnelian you followed in the Muslim quarter of Jerusalem
and picking up those stones now, you’re walking in the salt marsh on the 
     potato fields,
the day undercut by the flatness of the sky, the wide view of the Atlantic, 
     the cold spray. 
Your uncle stashed silk and linen, lace, and silver in a suitcase on a ship that 
     docked not far from here; the ship moved in and out of port for years, and 
     your uncle kept coming  
and going, from Melbourne to London to Kolkata and back, never returning to 
     the Armenian village near the Black Sea. 
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NOTES NOTES
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